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ABSTRACT
Traditional fire safety design of buildings has been based on the concept of a "fire resistance
rating" (FRR). The FRR of part of a building is the period of time for which it does not
collapse or spread fire, and is determined in a standard fire resistance test. The required FRR
of a construction is specified in building codes and depends on building height, amount of
combustible fire load present and other factors. A standard fire test may not always be
representative of an actual fire in a building. There are alternative methods of estimating what
the real gas "time-temperature" exposure is more likely to be, based on the principles of energy
and mass conservation. In the prediction of fire severity using these methods many designers
in New Zealand rely greatly on fire load data from Europe and the United States. A survey of
the fire loads in several New Zealand insurance offices has been carried out for comparison
with data from overseas. Recommendations have been made in this report, based on the
findings from this survey. A methodology for carrying out fire load surveys that can be applied
to other types of occupancy has also been identified.
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Definitions
FHC

Fire Hazard Category: The number (graded 1 to 4 in order of increasing
severity) used to classify purpose groups or activities having a similar
hazard and where fully developed fires are likely to have similar impact
on the structural stability of the building.

Firecell

Any space, including a group of contiguous spaces, on the same or
different levels within a building, which is enclosed by any combination
of fire separations, external walls, roofs and floors.

Fire Intensity

The rate of release of calorific energy in Watts, determined either
theoretically or empirically, as applicable.

Fire Load

The sum of the net calorific values (at ambient moisture content,
measured in MI) of that fuel in a firecell which can reasonably be
expected to burn, including furnishings, built-in and removable
materials, and building elements.

FLED

Fire Load Energy Density: The total fire load divided by the firecell floor
area. In this calculation, the floor area includes circulation and service
spaces, but excludes exitways and protected shafts.
Total area available for ventilation
Total floor area
Total bounding surface area including window openings

1. INTRODUCTION
Fire is one of the major causes of loss of life and property in buildings. In New Zealand,
traditional fire safety design of buildings has been based on the concept of a "fire resistance
rating" (FRR). The FRR of part of a building is the length of time for which it does not collapse
or permit spread of fire, and is determined in a standard fire resistance test eg AS 1530 Part 4
(SAA, 1990). The intensity and duration of fire in buildings varies greatly, depending on the
amount and surface area of the combustible material present and the available ventilation: Thus.
the standard fire test where the fuel and ventilation are controlled may not be representative of an
actual fire in a building.
Fire engineering analytical design methods have been developed and applied overseas,
particularly in Sweden and Japan. The various fire engineering design approaches and
methodologies have been reviewed by Wade (1991). These methods are aimed at making more.
reliable estimates of the structural performance of building structures under fire conditions. The
process requires knowledge about the following:
how the fire develops (ie how hot and for how long?)
how the structure responds (does it collapse?).
Knowledge about the fire enables the time-temperature conditions in a space to be estimated. This
will depend on factors such as the size and geometry of the space, how much ventilation is
available, the combustion propcrties of the burning materials and thermal properties of the room
surfaces.
Methods for predicting the fire time-temperature conditions have been proposed by researchers in
Japan (Kawagoe and Sekine, 1963; and Kawagoe, 1967) and Sweden (Odeen, 1963 and
Penersson, 1984). In predicting the fire performance, two critical parameters are the fire load
and the ventilation characteristics of the firecell.

Fire load: (Refer definitions on page iv) Fire load density varies greatly with building
occupancies. If other factors remain constant, larger fire loads lead to more severe fires in terms
of duration. The peak temperatures reached by such fires are governed by the availability of air
(ventilation) and the rate of combustion. Thus, an accurate prediction of the possible fire load in
a firecell will assist the designer to bener estimate the likely fue severity and thus provide
adequate and cost-effective fire protection.
Ventilation: Heat is produced during the combustion of the firecell contents and other
combustible construction. The buoyant hot gases rise and are replaced by cold air drawn in
through openings. In most cases the hot gases escape through openings in the upper parts of the
enclosure while the cooler replacement air is drawn in through low-level openings. The extent of
airflow into the fuecell will determine whether the fire is fuel controlled or ventilation controlled.
Thus the ventilation available to a fire is dependent on aspects such as the height and width of
openings, the height of openings above the floor and whether the vents are open or closed.
Both the fire load and ventilation openings can be expected to vary greatly between various
regions of the world due to variations in the culture, climatic conditions and the nature of
consuuction material. Thus the applicability of the work carried out overseas to New Zealand
conditions needs to be examined. The purpose of this report is to:
1.

Review the methods used in determining fue severity;

2.

3.

Develop a procedurelmethodology for conducting a fire load survey and analysis of the
results;
Collect fire load data for life insurance offices in New Zealand; and to review and compare
the results with available overseas fire load data.

This report outlines the work carried out in surveying the fire loads and ventilation characteristics
for insurance offices in Wellington. Based on the findings, practical design "time-temperature"
curves have been developed.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Fire Severity
Fire in any firecell may be divided into three phases: the growth phase, the fully developed phase
and the decay phase, as shown in Figure 1. During the growth phase, heat and gas concentrations
in the firecell increase as more and more of the fire load becomes involved, until the fire reaches a
fully developed stage. Generally, at this stage, if the temperature in the firecell is sufficiently high
sudden ignition of the gases and materials in all parts of the firecell will occur (flashover) and the
whole firecell will be fully engulfed in flames. Although it may be unlikely in very large firecells
that the whole firecell is simultaneously engulfed in fire, post-flashover conditions can occur in
parts of the firecell. Nevertheless, the greatest risk to the structure and structural elements
depends on the total heat input, ie peak temperatures and duration of heating. Risk of structural
failure can also be expected during the decay phase. The study of fire severity is therefore
focused on post-flashover conditions, where structural failure may be imminent.
Figure 2 shows the various steps in fire engineering design as described by Pettersson et al (1976)
and Pettersson (1984). The starting point in any design must be an assessment of the likely
course of a fire that a firecell may be exposed to in its lifetime. Based on the fire severity, the
time-temperature field for the stmcture may be predicted and its structural response determined.
If adequate, the structure may be constructed as designed, otherwise changes to the various
structural parameters will have to be made to prevent collapse (Wade, 1991).

Figure 1 : Typical Time-Temperature Curve for Natural Fires in Enclosed Firecells
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2.2 Methods for the Prediction of Fire Severity in Fireeells

Fire exposure is estimated by carrying out heat and mass balance calculations. Timetemperature curves for different fire loads have been developed from solving the heat balance
equations for enclosed spaces (Kawagoe (1967), Pettersson et al(1976), Lie (1988)). Fires may
be either fuel controlled or ventilation controlled depending on the quantity of fuel and air
supply available. Kawagoe and Sekine (1963) identified the significance of the fire load
density, ventilation to the firecell and the thermal properties of the structure in the heat balance
of enclosed spaces. Lie's (1988, 1992) simplification of the expressions developed by Kawagoe
and Sekine (1963), Odeen (1963) and Kawagoe (1967) has made them more useable. The
prediction methods developed from these studies are based on small firecells.
Odeen's (1963) examination of the heat balance in a firecell for a fully developed fire led to the
formulation of the following expression:

Q F + Q A - Q G + Q w + Q E + Q R= 0

Equation 1

where:
= heat produced by combustion
= heat content of the incoming air
QG = heat used in raising ambient gas temperature
Qw = heat transfer to walls, floors and ceilings
QE = heat content of exhaust gases
QR = heat loss by radiation from the windows
QF

QA

2.2.1 Equivalent Time of Fire Exposure
This concept was presented as a way of relating a compartment fire exposure to the fire severity
according to standard fires (ECCS, 1985). The equivalent time of fire exposure is defined as
the duration of heating in a standard fire that would give the same critical effect on a structural
element exposed to the severity of post-flashover compartment fires. Although this method
was first formulated for use with protected structural steel elements, it is also applicable to
other building materials. The simplified expression (BSI, 1992) is:
te

=

kb . wf . ef

Equation 2

where:
Ie

kb

wf

-

equivalent time of fire exposure
conversion factor as shown in Table 1 below
ventilation factor represented by Equation 2a below
design fire load density (Ml/m2 of floor area) based on total fire
loads (movable + fixed)

The conversion factor, kb is related to the thermal properties of the enclosure (thermal inertia
hpc), where h = thermal conductivity (WImK), p = density (kgld), c = specific heat ( J k g K).

Table 1 : Conversion Factor k b

The ventilation factor w, is given by:
Equation 2a

where:

H = height of the compartment
A, = total area available for ventilation (in walls)
& = total area available for ventilation (in roof)
At = total floor area

Design fire loads based on the total fire load available in the firecell are used in this approach.
2.2.2, The Swedish Time Temperature Curves
The fire severity predictions of Swedish (Pettersson, 1984) work are also based on solving the
heat and mass balances for the firecell. The gas time-temperature curves shown in Figure 3
represent the fire severity in a fully developed compartment fire as a function of fire load density
(based on the total mass of combustible material) and the ventilation available for combustion.
These design curves are based on the assumption that the bounding material is similar to that of
brick or concrete (Pettersson, 1984). They are applicable to typical firecell sizes that would be
encountered in the design of dwellings, offices, schools, hospitals, hotels and libraries. It is
expected that these design curves may not be suitable for use with large firecells and may provide
an inadequate description of the real fire exposure.

Figure 3 : Swedish Temperature-Time Curves F o r a Fully Developed Compartment Fire

2.2.3 Lie's Time-Temperature Curves
To use Lie's expression the fire must be ventilation controlled. Experiments conducted by
Harmathy (1972) indicated that fires in firecells with large fire loads (between 800 and 2000
~ ~ l m * ) , w emainly
re
ventilation controlled. Lie (1992) proposed that time-temperature curves
developed on the basis that the fire will be ventilation controlled, have their merits in that
ventilation controlled fires are more intense (Harmathy and Mehaffey, 1983). The curves
developed on this assumption' provide (in the absence of other established methods) a
conservative estimate of temperatures for situations where the fire may actually be fuel
controlled. Based on this approach, the heat produced by combustion may be directly related
to the opening factor, KO.

Equation 3
where:

AT
Ai
Hi

-

total bounding surface (wall, floors and ceiling including openings)
the area of the i th opening in the enclosure
the corresponding height ofthe i th opening

Kawagoe (1963), in determining the heat release for cellulosic-based products, showed that the
rate of burning R for small firecells, estimated theoretically, could be confirmed using
experimental methods.
R

=

5.5 x (A,
or

fi)

kg I min

Equation 4

R = 330

x

(A;

fi)

kg1 hr

Equation 5

hence r , the duration of the fire can be expressed as:
Equation 6

Equation 7

where E = fire load per m 2 of bounding surface

To simplify the use of Kawagoe's (1967) expression, Lie (1992) selected two sets of material
properties as representative of the bounding material:
one with thermal properties similar to those of high heat capacity and conductivity (or
heavy material such as concrete and brick with densities of approximately 1600 kg/m3 );
another representing materials with low heat capacity and conductivity (or light
materials such as lightweight concrete and plasterboard with densities of less than 1600
kg/rn3 ).
Thus, for given thermal properties of the material bounding the enclosure the heat balance as in
Equation 1 may be solved for the temperature as a function of the opening factor. This method
was used to calculate the gas time-temperature curves for various values of opening factors
(Lie, 1988) as follows:

Equation 8
where

T

= gas temperature

(O

C)

KO = opening factor (m % )
t
= time from start of fire (hr)

C

=

1 for light materials ( density < 1600 kg / m3),

0 for heavy materials ( density t 1600 kg I m3)
0.08
This expression is valid only for
t < [+ 11,
KO
0.08
+ I] then
t = [-0.08 + I ] .
for t > [KO
KO
This expression is again only valid for 0.01 S KO < 0.15,
i f K O > 0.15, thenK,= 0.15
The various methods of predicting decay of the fire (in terms of temperature drop with time)
proposed by Kawagoe (1958), Magnusson and Thelandersson (1970), and Harmathy (1972) are
in good agreement in showing that the decay rate is greatly influenced by the duration of the

fully developed stage of the fire. Longer duration of the fully developed stage leads to slower
decay rates. Although Lie's (1988) description of the decay process which takes this into
account is a conservative approach, the heating effect is unchanged. The decay phase of Lie's
(1988) time-temperature curve assumes that decay occurs at a constant rate until it reaches
room temperature. The level of fire protection provided, which is based on fully developed
conditions, is not affected as a result of this adaptation. The decay phase of Lie's (1988) timetemperature curve is given by:
t

+ T,

T = - 600(--I)
5

Equation 9

where

T,

= the gas temperature at which decay begins.

T = 20" C if T < 20" C
Thus for r 2 t,
01

T = p 5 0 (10 x F) / F " l e - K ~ z [ 3 (1 - e.'.") - (1
1

+ 4(1 -

e-'?')

+C

i"% 1 -

-

e")

t
600(--1)

Equation 10

5

Time-temperature curves based on Lie's expression are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The
advantage of Lie's method, is that it can be easily adapted for spreadsheet use by designers who
may not have access to more sophisticated computer programs.

Figure 4 : Time-Temperature Curves for Ventilation Controlled Fires
(for fire load of 800 M J / ~ * )
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2.2.4 Limitations
Size of fire cell: The time-temperature relations used in the three approaches above, based on
the solution of heat and mass balances, are applicable to fire compartments of a size
representative of residential-type buildings, ordinary offices, schools, hospitals, hotels and
libraries (Pettersson, 1984). These methods may not provide satisfactory descriptions of real
fire exposure for firecells with very large volumes, such as industrial and sports complexes.
All three approaches use unit fire loads based on the total (fixed and movable) fire loads. Data
available internationally is generally based on average movable (variable) fire loads. The use
of only movable load values in the above approaches could lead to serious underestimation of
the design fire loads.
2.3 Fire Loads

Dead and live loads within a building may comprise combustible materials that constitute its
fire load. In the absence of better data, designers in New Zealand in the past have relied greatly
on European fire load information for use in the fire safety design of local buildings. It has not
been established whether the fire loads in similar occupancies in Europe reflect accurately the
fire loads that may be expected in New Zealand today.
2.3.1 European Fire Load Survey Methodology Applied to New Zealand
A small number of fire load surveys have been carried out in New Zealand by Barnett (1984) as
a preliminary study. Barnett's (1984) fire load surveys were conducted for one sample from
each of the following occupancies:

.
.

Office
Hospital
Warehouse
Hostel

The fire load surveys carried out in New Zealand as part of this project followed Barnett's
(1984) survey procedures.

In estimating fire loads in buildings, the likelihood of the building components and contents
participating in the fire must first be assessed. In this regard, the combustion properties of the
fire load and their form and location play a critical role. Thus fire loads are categorised on the
basis of whether they are fixed (permanent) or movable (variable). It is also important to
establish whether the fire loads are in a protected or unprotected state.
2.3.2 Estimation of Fire Loads
The following assumptions are made for the estimation of fire loads:

.

All combustible material in a firecell would be involved in the fire;
Combustible materials are uniformly distributed throughout the building;
Total combustion of all combustible material in the firecell will occur during the fire;
Rate of burning of non-cellulosics will be the same as for cellulosics and can be directly
evaluated on a wood-equivalent basis.

Based on these assumptions, the total fire load may be expressed in one of the three forms
described below (Barnett, 1984):
Mass: Fire load measured in terms of mass as represented by Equation I I has limited
use. The use of the mass value directly in calculation will distort results, as the fire load
in most cases will be made up of materials with different calorific values.

G = [MI

+

M, + .......+ M,]

Equation I I

where

G = Total fire load in kg
M,, = mass in kg of the individual combustible material in the firecell.
Potential Heat Energy: This method assesses the fire loads as shown in Equation 12. It
gives the closest approximation of the total fire load in a firecell. Fire load is estimated
on the basis of the calorific values of the individual materials. The difficulty with using
this method is that materials have to be assessed individually. The calorific values of the
fire loads commonly found in buildings are given in Appendix A.

E = [R,, x MI x H,, + RC2 x M 2

+ R,,
where:
E
Rc

-

H"

-

x

M"

X

x

Hn2 +

........

H,,1

Equation 12

Total fire load in MJ
Combined combustion coefficient for the materials in
the firecell (discussed later in this section)
net calorific value of each material at its ambient
moisture content (MJ / kg).

Mass in Wood Equivalent: Another commonly used method for expressing fire load is
the estimation of fire loads in terms of wood equivalent. This method aims at calculating

the fire load contribution of each item in terms of its stored heat energy and normalising
the total fire load using the calorific value for wood.

where:

B
H"

-

Total fire load in kg
net calorific value of wood at its ambient moisture content (MJ I kg).

2.3.3 Fixed or Permanent Fire Loads
Fixed fire loads include all built-in combustible material (CIB W14, 1986) such as doors and
frames, walls, partitions, linings, finishings and other permanently installed operation devices
such as light fittings, airconditioning ducting, telephones and computers. These often form
parts of the firecell that are moved very infrequently during their useful life. Conservative
estimates of these loads are recommended to account for changes that may be made during
future refurbishment work.
2.3.4 Movable or Variable Fire Loads
All fire load which may vary during the life of a building is classed as movable (variable)
(CIB W14, 1986). It constitutes items found in buildings such as chairs, tables, filing cabinets,
rugs, indoor plants etc. that support combustion. Where a number of variable fire loads with
different combustion properties occur which are independent of each other, the improbability of
all of them simultaneously attaining high values must be recognised. Allowance is made for
incomplete combustion where fuel is protected (eg in a fire-safe cabinet) or is otherwise in a
form where it is not expected be consumed 100% in a fire. In such cases a coefficient is
applied based on the variability experienced; c, = 0.8 is considered reasonable in the presence
of several independent variable fire loads. For instance, in an office space with wooden tables,
plastic plants, wooden shelves, paper files and foam-filled chairs, the variable fire load Qv is
given by:
Qv

= c , ~ [ r n , ~ x H ,+,r~n , j x H , j

+ .....+ m , . n x H , . n l

Equation 14
where:
E
m,
H"

. --

Total variable load in MJ
mass of the variable fire load
calorific value of the combustible material representing the
variable fire load.

2.3.5 Protected Fire Loads
All combustible material that is less likely to be involved in the fire due to protection provided
(to delay their participation in the fire) is known as protected fire load. Consideration of the
effects of protection requires an estimate of the likelihood of the failure of the protection. There
is presently no established method of assessing the probabilities but the assessment of the
probability of failure must include the following steps:

.

estimation of the maximum temperature in the firecell
assessment of the failure probability of the protecting body at this temperature

Surveys carried out (CIB W14, 1986) on protected fire loads have led to two proposals of a
combustion coefficient for protection levels, cPi , based on probability of failure of the
protecting body as shown in Table 2. In both cases the relationship between the combustion
behaviour and the degree of protection had not been established. Construction of noncombustible protection with failure probabilities of 0.001 or lower will be at huge cost and
hence it is unlikely (from the fire load point of view) to be used extensively in a firecell.

Table 2 : Combination Coefficient for Protected Fire Loads Based on the Probability of
Failure
Probability of Failure
0.100
0.010
0.001

cpi (a)
0.65
0.56
0.50

Cpi (b)
0.40
0.12
0.03

P

2.3.6 Unprotected Fire load
All fire load that is not protected by non combustible material falls in this sub-category. A
conservative estimate will be achieved if it is assumed that all fire loads in the firecell are
unprotected (c . = 1).
P'

FIELD SURVEY - RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Sample Selection
The primary objective of carrying out fire load surveys in New Zealand was to enable a
comparison to be made with fire load values used in Europe. Life ofice-type occupancies were
selected for this study as it was expected that the occupancy load and work activities were
relatively similar to those in Europe (CIB W14, 1986). Fire load surveys in 5 life offices in
Wellington's central business district were conducted. The following procedures were adapted
in the estimation of the fire loads:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The first five positive responses from insurance offices, selected at random from the
yellow pages of the telephone directory, gave the buildings surveyed.
The firecells were selected on the basis of the maximum fire load observed during the
preliminary walk through the building.
The floor and ventilation areas of the firecell were determined from architectural plans
provided by the building owners.
Estimation of fire loads was carried out separately as movable and fixed loads (see data
collation sheets in Appendix C).

3.1.1 General Observation

All five offices were located in buildings of reinforced concrete frame construction. Except for
Sample A3, which had a concrete exterior wall on all sides, all the buildings surveyed had

glazed curtain wall exteriors. The fire load distributions in all were generally similar. There
was considerable uniformity in the furniture and fittings found on the floor of any one sample.
Due to their rectangular layout all offices showed very similar floor area to total bounding
surface area ratios. Tables 3 and 4 show the various aspects for the life offices selected.
T a b l e 3 : Ventilation Characteristics of Firecells S u w e y e d

Items
Floor Area in sq. metres, A,
Vent Area in m2,A,
Total Bounding Surface
Area in m2, A,
Height of openings in metres, H
Opening Factor, KO

A1

Office Sample No.
A2
A4
A3

477.00

1 1 15.57

1205.00

425.00

AS
776.00

124.14

160.40

78.20

66.08

107.60

1163

2552

2743

1048

1891

1.50

1.60

1.50

1.55

1.45

0.13

0.08

0.03

0.08

0.07

T a b l e 4 : Building Type a n d Aspect Ratio Information f o r Firecells S u w e y e d
Office Sample
No:
A1

A2
A3
A4
A5

Building
Material
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

AV
-

A"
-

Af
-

Af

At

At

0.26
0.144
0.065
0.016
0.14

0.106
0.063
0.028
0.063
0.057

0.409
0.438
0.438
0.406
0.409

3.2 Data Collation

Category
(Lie's, 1988)
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy

.....

Data was collected under the two main categories: fixed and movable loads.
3.2.1 Fixed Loads
Electrical and Electronic Equipment: This category consisted of items such as telephones,
computers, facsimile machines, photocopiers and printers. The weight and shape of one unit of
each item was assessed and a per unit energy potential was assigned. This value was then used
for every unit of the item encountered in the firecell.
Electrical Wiring: The total fire load contributed by electrical wiring in the firecell was
assessed based on the number of electrical fittings, power points and other electrical
connections. The straight line distance between the main switchboard and the approximate
centre of the firecell was taken as the average length of wiring per connection.
Partitions, Walls and Fixtures: The fire load contributions of partitions were measured on
the basis of the volume of combustible material per metre run. The fixtures on walls were
assessed for the volume of combustible material.

Movable Loads
Furniture: In most cases there was great uniformity in the type of furniture found in the
firecell. The initial unit was weighed and this value was then used for every unit of the item
encountered in the firecell.
Contents: The contents of tables, desks, shelves, filing cabinets, cupboards, etc. were weighed
initially using scales. Where similarity was encountered the weights were assigned
proportionately.
The data collation sheets used in the survey are found in Appendix C. The calorific value used
for each item is based on Table 10 (CIB Wl4, 1986) in Appendix B.
3.3 Statistical Analysis of Data

The summary of the potential heat energy (in MJ) values of the fire load (total and average)
encountered in the sample offices is shown in Table 5. Figures 6, 7 and 8 represent the normal
distribution (Box et al, 1978), based on the mean and standard deviation values for the sample
range. Table 6 shbws the resulting statistical values for the fixed, movable and total fire load
results.
For (well-defined) occupancies with little variation in furniture and contents such as schools,
offices, hotels etc. where the coefficient of variation (C.0.V) is between 30 and 50 %, the CIB
W14 (1986) method for estimating the 80 and 90 percentile values for the fire load in the
building based on the mean is given as:
80 percentile value for fire load = ( 1.25 to 1.50) x mean fire load
90 percentile value for fire load = ( 1.35 to 1.65) x mean fire load
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Figure 6 : Normal Distribution for Fixed Fire Load in Life Offices
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Figure 7 : Normal Distribution for Movable Fire Load in Life Offices

Figure 8 : Normal Distribution for Total Fire Load in Life Offices

Table 6 : Results of the Normal Distribution of Fire Loads in New Zealand Life Offices
Statistical Value
Movable Load

I

Fixed Load

1

Total

MJhn2
Mean, X
Standard deviation, s
90 percentile value (1.39
80 percentile value (1.28 z)
Coefficient of variation
([X I s ] X 100)

x)

164.22
84.26

Table 7 : Comparison of New Zealand Life Office Data With Data for Offices From CIB W14 Study

Item

Mean, %
Standard deviation, s
Coefficient of variation

([*/s]

X

loo)%

New Zealand

Swedish

476
233
49

411
334
81

Statistical Values in M J / ~ ~
US
Swiss
555
625
112

750

Dutch

French

410
330
80

330
400
121

The values achieved for the various categories in the survey shown in Table 6 compare
very well with the CIB W14 (1986) guidelines. The measured C.O.V.is 33% and the 80
and 90 percentile values are 1.28 and 1.39 times the mean total fire load respectively.
Table 7 shows the comparison of the mean movable fire loads and c.0.v for office type
occupancies in the various countries with the results obtained for New Zealand. Because
the sample size for the New Zealand study is small, the small c.0.v. must be taken only
as a representative figure. As a representative figure the small c.0.v. confirms the similar
layouts of the offices and distribution of the fire loads. The observed difference in the
average values may be partly attributed to the natural national differences. Difference in
the assessment methods used would also contribute to the variations observed.
Table Al of NZBC Approved Document C4/ASI Fire Safety Annex (BIA, 1992)
recommends that for a FLED range between 500 - 1000 the design value (or the 80
percentile value of FLED) be taken as 800 MJ/m2 and is categorised under FHC (Fire
Hazard Category) 2. The measured 80 percentile value for total fire loads shows 9%
variation from the recommended design value (BIA, 1992). This is a good comparison
but is only applicable to FLED values whose mean and standard deviation are as shown
in Table 6. Average FLED values closer to the maximum value of the category (in this
case closer to 1000 MJ/m2 for FHC 2) may be expected to be much greater than the
recommended design values in C4IASl Fire Safety Annex.
The general arrangement and distribution of fire loads in a firecell has a significant
influence on the amount of fire load that will become involved in the combustion
process. Thus, to take this aspect into account and to make a closer approximation of
design values, the design FLED may be based on the following expression:
Design value for fire load = Fd x Kd x mean fire load
Fd
Kd

= Factor

for the distribution characteristics of fire loads.
= Factors applied to the mean fire load to obtain the 80 and 90 percentile
values to be used in design

The valuefor Fd and Kd are given in Table 8 below.
Table 8 :Fd and I<d Values for Fire Loads (CIB W14,1986)
Precision of Design Value

Fire Load Distribution Factors
Uniform
Non-Uniform
Distribution (Fd)
Distribution (Fd)

90 percentile
80 oercentile

3.4

1.OO
1 .OO

1.20
1.15

Kd Values
1.35 - 1.65
1.25 - 1.50

Engineering Analysis of Data
To illustrate the usefulness of the fire load data collected, the fire load values were input
into Lie's time-temperature expression. The result for the various samples is shown in
Figure 9. Comparisons of the maximum temperatures and the time at which they
occurred from the plots with values from the Swedish plots are given in Table 9. The
maximum temperatures show good comparison within 15%. Lie's shorter times for the
maximum temperature implies a shorter growth phase.

The pinched time-temperature curves are observed for all samples except sample A3.
Both Lie's (1988) and Pettersson et al's (1976) curves show quicker fire growth and
shorter fire duration for fire in firecells with larger opening factors. This feature results
from the assumption that all openings covered over with glazing are available for
ventilation. Sample A3 has a concrete exterior wall with windows, unlike the other
samples which have glazed curtain wall exteriors. This is illustrated in Figure 10 where
the fire loads for sample A3 are plotted against various ventilation factors.
The 80 percentile values of the fire loads have been used to develop time-temperature
curves as shown in Figure 10. The curves demonstrate that for very low opening factors
the fire would be ventilation controlled and cooler. Thus, using low opening factors in
the design of buildings will affect the duration of fire, and therefore the design of
structural members in that building.

Figure 9 : Lie (1988) Time-Temperature Curves for Average Fire Load Values for
Samples A1-A5
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Figure 10 : Lie's Time-Temperature Cuwes for Sample A3 (Assuming Various
Opening Factors)

Table 9 : Comparison of the Time-Temperature Results from Lie's Plot with the
Swedish Cuwes
Sample Nos.

Maximum temp
in OC
Pettersson
Lie (1988)
(1984)

1*

Time of Occurrence
in brs
Lie (1988)

Pettersson
(1984)

Al*
1020
1130
0.30
0.70
A2
920
1050
0.40
0.65
A3 *
980
1030
2.01
2.40
1060
1135
1.20
A4
0.70
.
1080
AS*
1005
0.65
0.80
The Swedish values (Pettersson) are obtained by interpolation of the time-temperature
curves

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Conclusions
Sampling: The survey method has proven to be an effective means of determining the
total fire load in buildings. In comparing the results with results available internationally,
attention must be paid by the user to the influence of:
the natural national differences and assessment methods to the variation in fire
loads, and
the smallness of the sample size for the survey carried out in New Zealand.

x
x

Time-temperature curves: An accurate prediction of the time-temperature curve is
.critical in the use of design for structural safety. The floor area to the total bounding
surface area ratio for each of the offices surveyed represents a large firecell scenario.
Thus the time-temperature predictions in this report, based on energy and mass
conservation for small firecells, although only representative, are conservative figures.
The stability and approximations of Lie's time-temperature curves using the fire loads
from the survey have been compared with results from the Swedish plots. Good
comparisons were observed.
Fire loads: The fire load estimates for life offices in New Zealand compare reasonably
well with those from other countries. The significant difference is in the degree of
variation between offices. The variation experienced in New Zealand is considerably less
than that in other nations (due to the small sample).
Two aspects of concern were encountered during the course of this study with respect to
the use of the European values for fire loads (CIB W14, 1986) in New Zealand:
The values from Table A1.3.13 (CIB W14, 1986) are based on average variable loads
only. The concern is that these values are being used in calculations where total fire
loads are required i.e. the fixed fire load should be included as well.
From the comparison of the average variable load for business offices from Table
A1.3.13 with the average variable fire loads for life offices in New Zealand, it is
believed that there could be an over-estimation of fire loads if the values from Table
A1.3.13 are used for design of office buildings in New Zealand.
4.2 Recommendations

On the basis of the findings of this study a recommendation is made for additional fire
load surveys to be conducted to achieve the following:
x
x

x

to update the generally obsolete overseas data;
for comparison of the results for other occupancies with the CIB W14 data (CIB
W14, 1986) to establish if there is a trend in the variation in the fire loads
encountered when compared with international results;
to establish the fire loads for occupancies specific to New Zealand, such as storage
of agricultural commodities, which are not available internationally.
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APPENDIX A

Fixed Fire Loads from CIB W14 (1986)
Type of Occupancies

-

Type of Occupancies

IMJlm2

Academy
Accumulator forwarding
Accumulator mfg
Acetylene cylinder storage
Acid plant

abrlcatl

(MJlm2

300

Brick plant, drying kiln with wooden grate!

800

Brick Plant, drying mom with metal grates

40

400

Brick Plant, drying mom with wooden gral,

400

700
80

Brick plant, pressing
Briquene factories

1000

200
1600

Adhesive mfg

1000

Bmom mfg

700

Administration

800

Bwsh mfg

700

Buner mfg

700

Cabinet making (without woodyard)

600

Cable mfg

300

Adsohent plant for mmbustible vapours

,1700

Aircraft hangar

200

Airplane factory

200

Numinium mfg

40

Numiniurn pmcessing

200

Cafe

Rmmunition mfg

Spez

Camera mfg

300

4nimal food preparing, mfg

2000

Candle mfg

1300

4ntique shop

700

Candy mfg

400

4pparalus lowarding

700

Candy packing

800

4pparatus mfg

400
600

Candy shop
Cane products mfg

400

4pparatus repair
4pparetus testing

200

Canteen

300

b n s mfg

300

Cararcesu~rysales

300

\rms sales

300

3ar assembly plant
3ar bo6y repairing

300

3ar paint shop

500

Wfiual Rower mfg

300

Mifiual leather mfg

1000

400

150

irtifldal leather processing
\rtificial silk mfg

300

3ar seat mver shop

700

300

:ardboard box mfg

800

\rtificial silk pmcessing
\rtificial stone mfg

210

:ardboard mfg

300

ksylum

:ardboard products mfg

800

400

:arpenter shed

700

~thorilyomce
~wningmfg

800

:ernel dyeing

500

300

: a w l mfg

600

:arpet store

800

3ag mfg (jute. paper, plastic)

500

;artwright's shop

500

lakery

200

:as1 iron foundry

400

lakery. sales
!all bearing mfg

300

200

andage mfg

400

:ement plant

ank, wunten

300

:ement products mfg

800

:heem factory

ank, o m ~ s
arm mfg. wood

40

1000
40
80
120

:heese mfg (in boxes)

170

900

100

300

:hemica1 plants (rough average)

ed sheeaing production
edding plant
edding shop

500
600
500
80
80

:hemist's shop
:hildren's home

300
1000
400

:hina mfg

200

:hipboard finishing
:hipbwrc pressing

800
100
8000

200

:hmlale factory, intermediate storage
:hornlate factory, packing

200

:hornlate factory, tumbling treatment

1000

:hornlate factory, all other specialities
:h"rch

200

:ider mfg (without crate storage)

200

:igarette plant
:hema

300

:lay. preparing

50

icyde assembly
iscuit factories

200

iscuit mfg
Iturnen preparation
lind mfg, venetian
lueprinting Rrm

800

oarding school
oat mtg
oiler house

800

:ement mfg

:heem store

1000

asement dwellings
asketwear mfg

eer mfg (brewery)
&erase mfg, nonalcoholic

:elluloid mfg

800
400
300
600
200

500
500

300

wkbinding

1000

:loakmom. metal wardmbe

wkstore
ox mfg

1000

:loakmom, wwden wardmbe
:loth mfg

400

:lothing plant

500

:lothing store
:oal bunker

2500

1000

k k plant, burning

40

rick plant. day preparation

40

80
400
600

Type of Occupanclss

Type o f Occupanclos

Coal cellar
Coma pmcessing
C o f f e e e m c t mfg

'

Coffee roasting
Cold slorage
Composing room
Concrete produns mtg
Condiment mfg
Congress hall
Contractors
Coaking-stovemfg
Coopering
Cordage plant
Cordage store
Cork pmducts mfg

Filling planMarrels
liquid filled andlor barrels incombustible
liquid filled andlor barrels combustible:
Risk Class I
Risk Class I1
Risk Class Ill
Risk Class IV
Risk Class V
(if higher, lake into consideration
combustibility ot barrels)
Filling plant, small casks
liquid filled and casks
incombuslible liquid filled andlor casks
combustible:

Cosmetics mtg

Risk Class I

conon mills

Risk Class I1

Collon wool mfg

Risk Class 111

Cover mfg

Risk Class IV

Cutlery mtg (household)

Risk ClarsV

Culling-up shop, leather, arlifidal leather

(if higher, lake into consideralion

Cuning-up shop. lexmes

combustibility of casks)

Cutling-up shop, wood

Finishing plant, paper

Dairy

lire works mfg

Data pmcessing

'la1

Decoration studio

'Iwr covering mfg

Finishing plant textile

Dental surgeons laboratory

'loor covering store

Dentist's office

'looring plaster mfg

Department store
Dislilling plant, combustible materials

'lour products
'lower sales

Distilling plant incombustible malerials

:luorescent lube mfg

DocloCs office

'named plastics labricalion

Door mfg, wood

:mmed plastics pmcessing

Dressing, textiles

:00d forwarding

Dressing, paper

:ood store

Dressmaking shop

:orge

Dry-cell ballery

:Orwarding, appliances partly made of
tlaslic

Dry cleaning
Dyeing plant
Edible fat forwarding

:Orwarding. beverage
:Orwarding, cardbard gwds
:orwarding, fmd
:orwarding, furniture

Edible fat mtg

:orwarding. glassware

Elenric appliance mfg

'orwarding. plastic pmducts

Electric appliance repair

orwarding. printed manen

Electric motor mfg
Electrical repair shop

orwarding. textiles
'onvarding, tinware

Elect'ical suppty storage H c 3 m
Electm Industry
Elenronic device mfg

orwarding. varnish, polish
'orwarding, woodware small)

Electronic device repair
Embroidery
Etching plant glasslmetal
Exhibition hall, c a n including decoration
Exhibition hall, tumitute including decoratio~
Exhibition hall, machines including
decoration
Exhibition of paintings including decoration

ovndry (metal)
'ur, sewing
"Is10re

umiture exhibition
umiture mtg (wmd)
UmitUR polishing
urnilure sbre
urrier

Explosive Industry
h a n i c station
iambling place

Type of Occupancies

abrlcatit

200

Lingerie mlg

--

too

Liqueur mfg

400

Glass mlg

100

Liquor mfg

400

Glass painting

300

Liquor store

700

Glass processing

200
200

Loading ramp including goods (rough
average)

BOO

Glassware rnfg
Glassware slore
Glazier's workshop

200

Lumber m m far miscellaneausgoods

500

700

Type of Occupancies

:abricati

Storage

(MJlm2

Glass biowing plant
~ l a s fadory
s

Storage

(MJlm21
400

800

Gold plating (of metals)

BOO

Machinery mfg

200

Goldsmiws workshop

200

Match plant

300

800

Grainmill, without storage

400

Mattress mfg
Meat shop

500

500

Gravestone carving
Graphic workshop

50
1000

50

Mechanical workshop

200

Greengrocer's shop

200

Metal goods mlg
Metal grinding

200

Hairdressing shop

300

Uetal working (general)

200

Hardening plant

80

400

Uilk, condensed, evaporated, mfg

200

9000

Hardware mfg

200

200

10500

Hardware store

300

Hat mfg

500

Uilk, powdered, rnfg
Uilling work, metal
Mirror mfg

Hat store

500

Uotion-piclurestudio

300

200
100

Heating equipment room, wood or coal fitit

300

Heat sealing of plastics

800

Uotor cycle assembly
YlUseUm

300

Ylusical in~tmction58185

281

300

High-rise omce building

800

Homes

500

Homes for aged
Hosiery mfg

400

Hospital
Hotel
Household appliance, mfg

300

rurserq school

300

300

Household appliance, sales

300

h c e , business

800

Ifice, engineering

600

Imce turniture

700

Ice cream (including packaging)

News-stand

1300

300

~ i t ~ l l u l o mfg
se

Spez

300

rudear research

2100

100

1100

Incandescent lamp plant

40

Iffice,machinery mfg

300

Injection moulded parts mfg (metal)

80

Ifficemachine sales

300

Injection moulded parts mfg (plastic)

500

Iiiclorn mfg

700

1300

institution building
imning

500

Iildoth processing

700

2100

500

Jptical instrument mlg

200

200

Jewe~~erq
mfg

200

'acking, food

800

Jewellery shop

300

'acking, incombustiblegoods

Joinery
Joinen (machineroom)

700

'acking matetial lndurtrl
'ecking, printed manen

loinen (workbench)

700

lute, weaving

400

'acking, textiles
'acking, all other combustible goods

4200

200

'ainl and varnish. rnfg
'aint and vamish, mixing plant

Laboratory. chemical
Laboratory, electnc, electmnic

500

'aintand vamish shop

1000

200

'aint shop (cards, machines. etc)

200

Laboratory. metallurgical
Laboratory, physics

200

'aint shop (furniture etc)
'ape, mfg

400
200

l OD00

'aper pmcessing
'acing building

800

1100

Laboratory, bacteriological

Lacquer forwarding
Lacquer mfg
Large metal mnstructions
Lathe shop

500

200
1000
500
80
600

Laundry
Leather goods sales

200

Leather produd mfg
Learner, tanning. dressing. etc
Library

500

700
400
2000

'arquetry mfg

400
1600

3000

1700
600
600
2000

200
2000

1200

'erambulator mfg
'erambulalor shop

300

800

'erfume sale
aharmaceuticels,packing
'harmaceutical mfg

500
300

800

300

800

'harmacy (induding storage)

800

300

I Type of Occupancies

abricati,

-

Storage

Type of Occupancies

( MJlm21

Photographic laboratory

100

Shoe polish mlg

Photographic store

300

Shoe repair with manufadure

Photographic studio
Picture frame mfg

300

Shoe store
shutter mfg

300

Piaster pmduci mfg

80

Silk spinning (natural silk)

Plastic noor tile mig
Plastic mfg

800

silk weaving (natural silk)

2000

Silverwares

Plastic p r e s s i n g

600

Plastic produds fabrication
Plumber's workshop

600

Ski mfg
Slaughter house

100

soap mfg

Plywwd mfg

800

Soda mfg
Soldering

Polish mfg

1700

Post OWCe

400

Potato, naked, mfg

200

Spinning mill excluding gameting

Pottery plant

200

Power station

KO0

Sponing goods store
Spray painting, melal gmds

Precious stone. culling etc
Precision inslrument mfg
containing plastic parls
without plastic pads

80

Solvent distillation

Spray painting, wmd produN
Stationery store

200

Steel furniture mfg

100

stereotype plate mfg

Precision mechanics plant

200

Stone masonry

Pressing, metal

100

storermm (workshop storemorns etc)

Pressing. plastics, leather etc

400

Synthetic fibre mfg

300

synthetic resin mfg

Preparation briquene production

Synthetic fb
i re

Printing. composing r w m
Printing ink mfg

700

Printing, machine hall

400

Printing ofice

1000

pmcessing

Tar coaled paper mfg
Tar preparalion
Telephone apparatus mfg

Radio and Nmfg

400

Radio and Nsales

500

Telephone exchange mfg

Radio studio

300

Test morn, electrical appliances
Test rmm, machinery

Tebphone exchange

Railway car mfg

200

Railway station

800

Test rwm. textiles

Railway wohshop

800

beatre

300

n n can mfg

Recard player mfg
Record repusitory, documents see also
storage

4200

Refigerator mfg

1000

finned goods mfg
nnware mfg

Relay mig

400

Repair shop, general

400

Restaurant

300

Retouching depanment

300

Rubber goods mig

600

Rubber goods store

800

Rubber pmcessing

600

Saddlery mfg

300

nre mfg
Tobacm products mfg
r o b a m shop

r d mig
Toy mfg (combustible)
Toy mfg (incombustible)

rv store
rranor mfg
rransionner mfg

Safe mfg
Salad oil forwarding
salad oil mfg

80
900

rransfonnerwinding
rravet agenw
rumery (wood wol~ing)

Sawmill (without wwdyard)

400

rurning sedon
TV studio
resting shop

1000

scale m 5

400

sChw1

300

Scrap recovery
Seedstore

800

Sewing machine mfg
Sewing machine store

300

600
300

sheet mfg

too

Shoe fadory, forwarding

600

Shoe fadory. mfg

500

Umbrella mfg
Umbrella store
Undergroundgarage, private
Undergroundgarage, public
Upholstering plant

Type of Occupancies

Vacalion home
Varnishing, appliances
Varnishing, paper
Vegetable, dehydrating
Vehicle mfg, assembly
Veneering
Veneer mfg
Vinegar mfg
Vulcanising plant (without storage)
Wame mfg
flarping department
flashing agent mfg
Nashing machine mfg
Naich assembling
Natch mechanism mfg
Natch repair shop
Naich sales
Naler closels
Nax products fotwarding
Nax pmdvcls mfg
Neaving mill (wilhout carpets)
Neiding shop (metal)
Wnding mom
Wnding, textile fibres
Mndow glass mfg
Mndow mfg (wood)
Wne cellar
Wne merchanvs shop
We drawing
Vire factory
Vwd CaMng
Vood drying plan1
Vocd grinding
Vocd panem-making shop
Vocd prese~ingplant

fouth hostel

Storage

APPENDIX B

Net Calorific Value H, of Combustible Materials (MJlkg) from Barnett (1984)
Solids

MJIkg

Anthracite
Asphalt
Bitumen
Cellulose
Charcoal
Clothes
Coal, Coke
Cork
Cotton
Grain
Grease
Kitchen refuse
Leather
Linoleum
Paper, Cardboard
Paraffin wax
Plastics

ABS
Acrylic
Celluloid
EPOXY
Melamine resin
Phenolformaldehyde
Polyester
Polyester, fibre reinforced
Polyethylene
Polystyrene
Petroleum
Polyisocyanurate foam
Polycarbonate
Polypropylene
Polytetraflouroethylene
Polyurethane
Polyurethane foam
Polyvinylchloride

Ureaformaldehyde
Ureaformaldehyde foam
Foam rubber
Rubber (isoprene)
Rubber tire
Silk
Straw
Wood
Wool
Particleboard (chipboard and hardboard)

Liquids

MJlkg

Gasoline

43-44

Diesel oil

40-42

Linseed oil
Methanol
Paraffin oil
Spirits
Tar
Benzene
Benzyl alcohol
Ethyl alcohol
lsopropyl alcohol

Gases

MJlkg

Acetylene

48.2

Butane

45.7

Carbon monoxide

10.1

Hydrogen

119.7

Propane

45.8

Methane

50.0

Ethanol

26.8
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